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FOMC participants need “more good data” to achieve “greater
confidence” that inflation is moving sustainably down to 2%

▰ The FOMC kept the fed funds rate unchanged at 5.25-5.50%, and hinted through its policy statement
that the rate-cut cycle is not likely to start in March. The policy statement had quite a few changes. The
assessment about the unemployment rate (which “has remained low”) and inflation (which “has eased over the
past year but remains elevated”) remained unchanged, but the FOMC upgraded its view about economic
activity as having “been expanding at a solid pace” following the last week’s above-expectations real GDP
figure for 4Q23. The paragraph used to convey the uncertainty around the effects of last year’s banking turmoil
on financial conditions was removed, reflecting greater confidence by the FOMC around the soundness of the
financial system. Additional changes to the statement suggest the Fed is moving further away from its
long-held tightening bias. While the FOMC continued to stress its duty to “carefully assess [...] the evolving
[and uncertain] outlook [and] the balance of risks” in “considering any adjustments to the target range for the
federal funds rate,” it explicitly conveyed that “the risks to achieving its employment and inflation goals are
moving into better balance.” More importantly, the statement brought up the issue of rate cuts, though hinting
that they are not likely to begin in March (contrary to what markets were strongly expecting a few weeks ago),
as the FOMC “does not expect it will be appropriate to reduce the target range until it has gained greater
confidence that inflation is moving sustainably toward 2 percent.”

▰ Chair Powell reinforced such a signal by explicitly stating that the FOMC was unlikely to reach a
sufficient level of confidence by March to deliver its first rate cut. During the press conference, he
explained that “it [was] not that [the Fed did not] have any confidence,” but in fact there was “growing
confidence” among participants that inflation will move toward 2% permanently1. Moreover, he explained that
we have had “six months of good inflation” and the FOMC was not looking for “better data,” only “more good
data.” He clearly stated that they have confidence, but “need to see continuation of good data.” He also added
that he did not think that weaker growth and/or a weaker labor market was inevitably needed. Yet, probably
halfway through the Q&A session, Chair Powell explicitly stated that he did not think a March rate cut was
likely: “I don’t think it’s likely that the Committee will reach a level of confidence by the time of the March
meeting [...] I don’t think that’s the base case.” The odds of a rate cut in March moved down sharply as a
consequence and, at the time of writing this report, stand at around ⅓ after hovering around 50% over the past
few days.

▰ Powell reinforced the meeting-by-meeting and data-dependent approach going forward, but raised the
bar for a rate cut at the next meeting. What would it take for the Fed to start to cut rates in March? Powell
was clear. For the Fed to move sooner, participants will need to see either a “weaker labor market” or “very
persuasive lower inflation.” Given that inflation has been running on annualized terms slightly below the target
for the past six months and that Powell implicitly stated that two more months of good inflation numbers were

1 He added: “we do have confidence and [it] has been increasing, but we need greater confidence.”
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likely not enough for the Fed to start to slash rates, he clearly signaled that only a noticeable deterioration in
the labor market will convince them to cut sooner.

▰ We continue to expect the rate cut cycle to start in May. Today’s meeting increased the odds of this
outcome. Yet, today’s statement and some comments from Chair Powell also (implicitly) signaled that once the
Fed is confident to start to cut rates it might not skip at the first meetings of the cycle. For now, we continue to
expect 100 bps worth of cuts in 2024 and a further 150 bps in 2025.
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